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We have witnessed a full market cycle (down and up) in a 
record-breaking, warp-style time frame. The economic 
cycle usually evolves over a period of years rather than this 
condensed four-month period. These rapid changes have 
left many people dazed and confused, and sets the scene for 
the future environment to be event-driven and volatile.

This year has been a strong confirmation of the benefit of 
maintaining a long-term approach to portfolio management 
and sticking to your investment objectives. Major changes to 
portfolios can be very damaging if the timing is wrong, which 
is why we prefer subtle, tactical changes when opportunities 
arise.

We have seen unprecedented action taken by both the 
Federal Reserve (cash reserves to stabilize credit markets) 
and the US Government (stimulus money direct to consumers 
and businesses) which has provided the underpinnings to 
the rally that we have witnessed this past quarter. The path 
forward now gets a little trickier as we expect this support to 
wane in size and scope. We have seen a V-shaped recovery 
to date as businesses have reopened and restrictions are 
eased, but we expect the pace of economic activity to slow 
as measures are taken to contain any increase in cases and if 
unemployment stays stubbornly high.

We anticipate another stimulus program from the US 
Government in the third quarter of this year due to the 
damage that has been done to the US job market. Consider 
that the hotel, tourism, airlines, cruise, entertainment, 
restaurants, bars, and retail industries capture 20% of 
all payroll jobs in the US. A significant number of jobs in 
these industries will take time to come back or could be 
permanently displaced. This may suppress the ability of 
the US consumer to spend at Pre-COVID levels for a period 
of time.

Tactically we are adding inflation protected bonds and 
shortening average maturities (interest rate risk), as we do 
see a rising risk of inflation returning in 2021. We also may 
be reducing equity exposure if we experience a continued 
rise in stock prices absent a health breakthrough or major 
change in employment.

We are currently in an unprecedented period given the 
amount of government intervention in markets all over 
the world. We continue to believe that having a weather-
proof portfolio is the key to navigating these turbulent 
times. Although we wish we could wave the all-clear flag, 
the most likely scenario will be extreme volatility for the 
remainder of the year.
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The IRS has provided some relief on Required Mini-
mum Distributions (RMD) for 2020. All IRA owners 
including inherited IRAs are not required to take 
their RMD for this calendar year.  In addition, indi-
viduals have until August 31st to return any RMD 
distributions taken from January thru June and treat 
the recontribution as a tax-free rollover. This opens 
the door for potential tax planning opportunities to 
enhance wealth for those individuals not needing 
these funds. A combination of Roth Conversions or 
Capital Gain harvesting are options.

The 10% penalty on pre-age-59½ withdrawals from
retirement accounts is waived for up to $100,000.00

THE ART IS NOT IN 
MAKING MONEY, 
BUT IN KEEPING IT.
—PROVERB

FORMAL EDUCATION WILL MAKE YOU A LIVING; 
SELF-EDUCATION WILL MAKE YOU A FORTUNE 
—JIM ROHN

UPDATE ON IRAs &
RETIREMENT PLANS
DUE TO COVID-19

of coronavirus-related distributions in 2020 from 
401(k)s, 403(b)s and IRAs if you meet the COVID 
definition. The IRS definition of a Coronavirus-
related distribution for payouts to account owners 
qualifies if they or their spouse were laid off or
furloughed, saw work hours cut or less pay, had a 
job offer rescinded or work start date delayed, or 
had child care issues, all because of COVID-19. Also 
qualifying are distributions to people who own or 
operate a business that closed or reduced hours 
in the pandemic. Taxes paid on any amounts you 
recontribute to your IRA within three years can be 
recovered by filing an amended tax return. Consult 
your tax advisor for further information.


